
The Thirty Years War

And the Emergence
of Pre-Modern Europe
1618 -1648

Part 1

Battle of White Mountain: November 1620 



• Please stay muted to 
avoid background 
noise

• Use your chat box to 
ask questions.

Preliminaries



Introduction
• The Defining Event of Pre-Modern Europe (Opinion)

• The trappings of a modern state
• The concept of national sovereignty

• It was a true 30-years war and they knew it
• Considered a national disaster to this day by Germans
• Extremely complex and confusing 

• Was it a religious war?; Was it a dynastic war?; or….
• Was it a war between nation states?
• Who fought and why?
• Why couldn’t they end it? (A basic theme of this course)
• What finally ended it?
• Were there winners & losers? If so who and why?
• What was the significance of it all?

• On most of these issues at the end you will have only my opinions, you’ll
have to make up your own mind.

• My goal is that in the end this thing 
will make some sense to you all.



Legend

Black – Directly for the Empire
Grey – Indirectly for the Empire
Red – Directly against the Empire
Pink – Indirectly against the Empire



Where was 
it fought?





What We’ll Do
• The Military Revolution (1350 – 1700: 17th century warfare)
• The Holy Roman Empire to 1618
• The Bohemian Revolt (1618 - 1620)
• War for the Palatine (1621 – 1625)
• The Danish Intervention (1625 – 1629)
• The Swedish Intervention (1630 – 1635)
• The French/Swedish Intervention (1635-1648)                                                                            

& the Franco-Spanish War (1635 – 1659)
• The Peace of Westphalia (1644 – 1648)
• Wrap-up and analysis

The German Civil War



Opening thoughts
• We will not study 67 major battles & sieges; rather we will focus on 

the key ones that had a significant impact on the war.
• We will not study the 100+ biographies of important players.  Rather 

we will identify the key players for the roles they played in the war.
• Money: Ducats, Florins, Thalers, Guilders, and Livres. Where needed I 

have (roughly) converted into today’s $.
• My Latin is terrible and my German worse! (Help is welcome.)
• Opinions vs. Facts
• Please ask questions! 



The Military Revolution
• Sometimes referred to as the “Gunpowder Revolution”
• Often very poorly understood (high school history?)

• Was not a revolution at all but a 350 year evolution from edged weapons to 
gunpowder dominance (1350 until 1700)

• From the fall of Rome until ≈ 1350 European battles were fought by 
footman with shields and spears. 

• Then come two changes starting about 1350: gunpowder and pole arms.
• By mid 15th century, pole arms take over the battlefield (Later battles of 

The 100 Years War & Wars of the Roses)
• Starting in 1494, siege artillery completely changes fortifications. 

• By mid 16th century castles have been completely replaced by the “Trace 
Italienne” (Star forts).











The Military Revolution (2)
• By 1400 firearms were becoming ever more common

• Culverin ≈ 1380
• Muskets ≈ 1450 (matchlocks)
• Arquebus ≈ 1550 (TYW weapon)
• Heavy Muskets ≈ 1580 (TYW Weapon)
• Light Muskets ≈ 1610 (flintlocks) (with bayonets by ≈ 1700)

• In 1503 and again in 1525, major Spanish victories at Cerignola and Pavia 
heralded the arrival of pike & shot tactics. The Pike & Arquebus rapidly 
replaced all other infantry weapons on the battlefield.

• The Spanish development of the Tercio made the Spanish army highly 
effective for >100 years (until the Battle of Rocroi in 1643)

• In general, these battles would ultimately come down to the “Push of Pike”.





Heavy Muskets

Pikes

Artillery

Arquebuses

Tercios
(3 X 7)



The Military Revolution (3)
• The Spanish Tercio was eventually overtaken by “Dutch tactics” from about 

1630 on. (Maurice of Nassau & Gustavus Adolphus)
• Involved thinner more maneuverable lines and more guns.  
• Firepower became dominant (Flintlocks and light highly mobile artillery) 

• As a result of pike and shot tactics, cavalry reestablished itself as a major 
force on the battlefield.

• 1509: The wheel lock is invented
• The Caracole (≈1550) 
• By the 1630’s the caracole had given way to “fire & charge” tactics (The Swedish 

Revolution)
• Throughout the TYW, cavalry became an ever more significant percentage of the 

overall army strength (going from 1::5 or so early in the war to  1::1 or even 2::1 by 
the end)



Cavalry Tactics

Caracole

Wheellock

Fire and Charge

The Hakkapeliitta – Swedish 
army under Gustavus 
Adolphus, 1630



The Military Revolution (4)
• Artillery (two types)

• Siege guns – very large, immobile 
• Battlefield guns – light, highly mobile and ever more important as the 17th

century moved on.



Battles
• There were 33 major battles and 34 major sieges during this war

• "The actions of the modern warres consist chiefly in sieges, assaults, sallies, skirmishes, etc., 
and so affoard but few set battels.“                  John Cruso, 1632

• Generally battles were avoided if possible
• Numbers counted (armies tended to be the same size (logistics of food))
• Unpredictable results
• The nature of mercenary warfare

• Note the difference between national armies and mercenary armies
• Sieges became steadily shorter throughout the war 
• Disease, desertion, mutiny, & incorporation were major factors in combat 

decision making.



Grandi miserie della Guerra 
Jacques Callot  (1592- 1635)

Incorporation



The Swedish Revolution (1630’s)
• When Gustavus Adolphus landed  in 1630 he introduced four major 

innovations:
• Thinner infantry lines (improved firepower and mobility) (“Dutch tactics”)
• Volley fire
• Fire & charge cavalry tactics (made cavalry the dominant offensive arm)
• Smaller highly mobile artillery pieces (in numbers)

• Combined with the national character of the Swedish army and 
superb leadership, this gave the Swedes a real battlefield advantage.



Battles during the Swedish intervention in the Thirty Years' War 

Battle  Swedes  Enemy   Swede loses Enemy loses Result 

Frankfurt  13,000  N/A  800  3,000  Swedish victory                              
Werben 16,000  23,000  Minor  6,000  Swedish victory 

1st Breitenfeld 23,000  35,000  3,550  23,600  Decisive Swedish victory 

Rain                40,000  25,000  2,000  3,000  Decisive Swedish victory 

Wiesloch N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A  Swedish victory 

Alte Veste 46,000  40,000  2,500  2,000  Imperial victory 

Lützen                19,000  22,000  3,400  5,000  Swedish victory 

Oldendorf 13,000  25,000  700  6,000  Decisive Swedish victory 

Nördlingen 25,600  34,000  6,000  3,500  Spanish-Imperial victory 

Wittstock 16,000  22,000  3,100  7,000  Decisive Swedish victory 

Rheinfelden 12,000  25,000  1,968  4,000  Swedish-Weimar victory 

Chemnitz 20,000  8,000  Minor  1,500+  Decisive Swedish victory 

2nd Breitenfeld 15,000  25,000  2,000  10,000  Decisive Swedish victory 

Jüterbog 16,000  15,000  Minor  3,800  Swedish victory 

Jankau                16,000  16,000  1,500  10,000  Decisive Swedish victory 

Zusmarshausen 11,000  10,000  Minor  2,000  Swedish-French victory 

Lens                16,000  18,000  3,500  10,000  Swedish-French victory 

Prague                13,500  2,000  500  694  Disputed 
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The Holy Roman Empire
• Founded by Charlemagne in 800 A.D.
• The first Hapsburg Emperor was Rudolf I (1273 to 

1291)
• Made the empire their own after 1452 (Frederick 

III).
• Military success and clever marriages
• Seven Electors (3 clerical and 3 secular plus the 

King of Bohemia)
• King of the Romans (bribery and unanimity)
• “The HRE of the German Nation”
• (KEY POINT!) The Hapsburg Emperor has no direct 

authority except over his traditional lands in 
Austria, Hungary, & Bohemia.

Frederick III



The Holy Roman Empire (2)
• Charles V – The HRE at it peak (1519 – 1556)

• Combined the Austrian & Spanish Hapsburgs
• 21M Europeans under ≈ 2000 governments of 

which at least 300 had disagreements. (See 
next slide)

• Highly litigious society.
• Last “crowned” emperor. (“King of the 

Romans”)
• Split the empire and abdicated in 1558.
• From this point until 1618, the Spanish 

Hapsburgs stood for absolutism & Catholicism
• The German Hapsburgs were a more practical 

and secular bunch (at least the next four).



“Germany was a confusion within a complexity: not a nation but a name, a 
medley of principalities agreeing in language and economy, but jealously 
diverging in customs, government, currencies, and creeds. Each of these 
acknowledged no superior except the emperor and ignored him fifty 
weeks of the year.”

Will & Ariel Durant

(This was fine with the rest of Europe:)

“If it (the HRE) were entirely subject to one monarchy, 
it would be terrible to all the rest of Europe.”

Sir Thomas Overbury (1609)





The Holy Roman Empire (3)
• The Protestant Reformation

• 1517 – Luther and the “95 Theses on the Power and 
Efficacy of Indulgences”

• “Went Viral” (Luther becomes the 1st printing press “rock 
star”)

• What made the reformation spread so quickly?
• Printing press (270 by 1500)
• By 1530 10M printed books and pamphlets, the majority by 

Luther.
• Political utility

• By 1590, Europe was ≈ 50% Protestant!
• The Counter-Reformation (1545 – 1648)

• The Council of Trent (1545 – 1563)
• The Society of Jesus (1540)





The Holy Roman Empire (3)
• Diet of Worms banned Luther and his works – 1521 
• Schmalkaldic League of 1531 

• The League lasts for 15 years because Charles has to fight three different wars
• Charles returns from Italy -1544
• Peace with Frances I allows him to take on the League

• Charles wins the Schmalkaldic War (1546-1547)
• Decisive Battle of Mühlberg – April 1547
• BUT, realizes that Protestantism is here to stay. 

• The Princes’ War (1552) – Small Protestant victory but led to….)
• Peace of Passau (1552) - grants recognition to Lutherans

• Decides to establish a peace that 
will avoid future religious wars.



The Peace of Augsburg
• A conference sponsored by Charles V of the major rulers of the HRE
• Signed in Sept. 1555, it had 5 key provisions

• Cuius Regio, Eius Religio (The rulers of 244 states chooses their people’s 
religion)

• Reservatum ecclesiasticum (Cleric rulers must give up their territories.)
• Declarotio Ferdinandei (Lutherans in a bishopric could retain their religion)
• 1552 was agreed as the normative year (The “treaty start date”)
• Only Lutheranism and Catholicism were recognized. (NOT Calvinism)

• Resulted in 3 Protestant. & 4 Catholic Electors (that’s okay)
• The ideologues on both sides were outraged 

• (Opinion) Means they got it about right
• Over the next 63 years, it kept the peace in Germany or at least kept flare-ups 

from becoming major wars.
• By comparison: Eight wars in France alone (1560s & 70s) (2M to 4M killed)



Signing The Peace of Augsburg: Sept, 1555



The Holy Roman Empire (4)
• Charles V splits the empire and abdicates in 1558.

• Philip II (son) gets the Spanish Hapsburg lands. (Dogmatic Catholic)
• Ferdinand I (brother) gets the Austrian Hapsburg lands and becomes the Emperor

• A more pragmatic figure determined to keep the Peace.

• The next four Emperors attempt to keep the Peace in place but by the late  
16th century cracks start to appear:

• The Peace of Augsburg is not rigorously enforced
• The Cologne War (1583 – 1588) (Set a precedent for outside intervention in German 

religious & dynastic disputes: Dutch, Scots, English vs: Bavarian, Spanish, Italian)
• Spanish army puts a Catholic on the throne.

• The rulers of Palatinate (1560), Nassau (1578), Hesse (1603), and Brandenburg 
(1613) convert to Calvinism.

• By early 17th century: Rhineland & south of the Danube were Catholic; the North was 
Lutheran; the rest (west-central HRE) was Calvinist with lots of minority pockets.





The Next Four Emperors

1. Ferdinand I (1556 – 1564)
2. Maximilian II (1564 – 1576)
3. Rudolph II (1576 – 1612)
4. Matthias (1612 – 1619)

1 2

3

4



The Cologne War

City of Weri

Gebhard Truchsess von Waldburg
Archbishop-Elector of Cologne



The Holy Roman Empire (5)
• More cracks appear

• Rudolf II starts to try and tighten up enforcement of the Peace of Augsburg.
• The Protestant Union forms in 1608 as a response to Donauworth

• Duke Maximillian of Bavaria
• A military pact made up of 12 important protestant rulers
• Frederick V of Palatine is chosen as leader

• The Catholic League organizes one year later in response to the Union.
• Claims to be religious/political but in fact is also a military pact.

• 1609 – Rudolf II issues the Letter of Majesty to the Bohemian Estates
• Granted religious tolerance to both Catholics & Protestants in the Five Estates
• More outrage on both sides

• War of Jülich Succession (1609 – 1614)
• For control of The United Duchies of Jülich-Cleves-Berg.
• The Treaty of Xanten; United Duchies dismantled: Jülich & Berg become officially Catholic and 

Cleves becomes officially Protestant.
• So you now have:

• Religious armies
• Outsiders interfering
• A steadily increasing tendency to resort to force.

Most couldn’t see it but 
a pathway to a major war
was on the horizon.



“There is nothing in comparison of those hideous 
fires that are kindled in Germany, blown first by 
the Bohemians, which is like(ly) to be a war 
without end.”

James Howell
March 21, 1621
London



Questions 
and 
Discussion

Next Week: The 
Defenestration of 
Prague
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